Largest Ever Turnout of US
Companies

'Mexico Open to Aerospace Foreign
Investment'

IAI Adds New Capabilities to Heron
UAS Family

Mexico will continue to seek foreign
investment in the aerospace sector,
Mexican President Andrés Manuel Lopez
Obrador has said. He was inaugurating the
third edition of FAMEX...

Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) has added
the capability of remote autonomous
operation from forward locations on Heron
I and Heron TP as part of its efforts to
enhance the multi-mission...

PegasusP-400T Flight Testing to Start
Next Yr

Russian Helos Confident About Latin
America

Work on the second prototype of the
Pegasus P-400T training aircraft, the indevelopment military training aircraft for
the Mexican Air Force, is expected to be
complete by June next year.

Buoyed by the response from the Russian
market to its civil helicopters, Russian
Helicopters is at FAMEX, hoping to continue
discussions with potential buyers of the
aircraft and to learn more about...

Airbus Hopes to Cement Ties with
Mexico

Major Presence of Baja California
Aerospace

Airbus is showcasing its single-engine H125
and H130 helicopters and a twin-engine of
the H145 family at the ongoing show. “The
multi-mission capacity of the H125 and
H145 are perfectly adapted...

The Baja California Aerospace Cluster, the
largest and oldest aerospace cluster in the
country, has a significant presence at the
ongoing event. The cluster is over 50 years
old and has the highest...

Rosoboronexport Sees Big Potential

Aircraft from Presidential Fleet Up for
Sale

The Yak-130 advanced combat training
aircraft, the MiG-29M multirole frontline
fighter, the Mi-17V-5, Mi-171Sh military
transport helicopters are among the
weapons systems that Russia...

Aircraft that were part of Mexico’s
presidential fleet are on display at the
ongoing FAMEX. The aircraft are all up for
sale or auction, following a decision by
Mexican President...
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